Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, December 16, 2016
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 11:00 am Mountain/AZ
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Erin Posthumus (NCO), Leona Weinstein (McDowell Sonoran Preserve);
Beth Bisson (Signs of the Seasons); Esperanza Stancioff (Signs of the Seasons); Sandy DiSimone (Audubon Starr
Ranch)
Welcome to Leona Weinstein From the McDowell Sonoran Preserve in Phoenix!
Celebrate an achievement!
- Esperanza – had a north east regional phenology network meeting in NH. 1.5 day event. Researchers and
volunteers. Very successful! Great learning experience for everyone. Lots of new papers out to share, on
phenology.
- Sandy DiSimone – Sanctuary she works for is part of National Audubon. Call with the climate watch people to
coordinate at the national level so they don’t duplicate but are also on the radar. Paper from restoration
ecology – observations really help with data collection to capture things that are happening earlier than they
used to. Would be a good thing to share with some of our other partners who do restoration – like FWS
collecting phenology on Siberian elm and invasive species, and post-burn phenology.
- Leona – restoration work on old trails and ranching areas, looking for local seed, some seeds come from
California. Loving going out and contributing to phenology. Sandy – another paper on how non-local seeds
some growth traits that are better adapted to future climate scenarios but not adapted well to current
scenarios. Leona would be interested in hearing more about that research. She can forward info on to her
researchers. Feel free to share any papers you find on the listserv!
Discussion Topics: Honorary Certification
- Erin is sharing the website
- Details on cert can be found on the website. We reviewed the deliverables, that are the same things we are
asking the new leaders to submit in the full LPL Cert. Esperanza thinks the list is reasonable and includes
things that they already have or need updating. Timeline sounds reasonable too. Will be helpful for updating
their materials, like the logic model.
- Esperanza - Difficult thing is the database for observers – entering the data is hard for people. Data entry and
complete steps to understand phenology and defs, practice observing, how to record data and intensity. Why
it is important of having quality data. Learn about the observation deck phenology calendars too (Erin) has a
quality control aspect to it, could notice if something is out of place. Could be a good follow up to an in person
training.
- Sandy – steep learning curve – really hard to understand phenophases. The need to do a lot of mentoring,
especially with bird phenophases. Vis tool is difficult to use – new tools available soon? Making graphs over
time – maybe too complicated for general observers. Making a new visualization – more focused on animal
observations, with a line graph that will let you switch in between yes and no species over the year. Similar to
the graphs that can be produced in Excel.
- The difference between the NPN and the NCO – folks often say “the npn isn’t using our data, using the
protocols, etc.” it is important to clarify that the NCO does not use the data directly – we do not employ staff
who are taking on research. Rather, as part of the broader network, researchers come to us with a need for
data or an interest in helping us run a campaign. Those are the folks using the data, so any and all data that
go into the database are important, that’s what will be most useful to a researcher who is interested in our
dataset.
- Local question is super useful to help engage people in collecting
- Are these calls useful? Beth – helpful to revisit ongoing conversations with the new folks. Sandy – also find
these useful. Keep doing them and talk about volunteer retention and data entry? LA will set up a doodle poll
for three months of the first quarter and we can all pick a day from there.
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Pending discussion topics:
- How to “nudge” volunteers to collect and enter their data. Keeping their spirits and interest up when this is year
round (continued)
- Phenology advanced training topics (continued)
- Ideas for keeping volunteers engaged in phenology monitoring year round
Thanks everyone! Happy Holidays! Talk to you next month!
Meeting Adjourned – 12:02 am Mountain/AZ time.
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